Competition of contacting heterotypic epithelial sheets for the territory in culture.
Co-cultured epithelial cells of various lines formed mixed cohesive sheets. Contact interactions of different cells in the sheets were studied by phase contrast and interference reflection microscopy, time-lapse microcinematography, transmission and scanning electron microscopy. It was found that heterotypic cells in the combined sheets were locked together by the complexes of specialized contacts and were metabolically coupled, as shown by the dye transfer. At the same time heterotypic cells continued to extend pseudopods at the contacting lateral surfaces and to attach these pseudopodies to substratum. Due to competition of pseudopod attachments one group of cells in the sheet often progressively pushed another group from the substratum. This competition of cells for substratum may provide an important mechanism for morphogenetic reorganisation of epithelial sheets and of other groups of interacting cells in vivo.